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107.4
HOURS FLOWN

15,834
KMS COVERED

AREAS PATROLLED

Tsavo East and West National Parks, Chyulu Hills, Kibwezi Forest and
bordering Ranches and community areas

FEBRUARY 2016

MONTHLY AERIAL SUMMARY

February is the month of transition from wet to dry. Most of the water holes across the Tsavos hold water at the
beginning of February and then slowly dry out when the month comes to an end. The threat of poaching of small game
for meat and elephants for their ivory has increased during the month, as the local farms bordering the protected
areas have finished harvesting and the waterholes make an easy target for poaching activities as water becomes more
concentrated.
This month the Aerial Unit has flown a total of 107.4 hrs and covered 15,834 km in support of the Kenya Wildlife
Service’s activities throughout the Tsavo Conservation Area.

FEBRUARY 2016

MONTHLY AERIAL SUMMARY

Elephants outside of the protected areas have continued to find themselves in community areas, crop raiding and
causing damage. This is largely because of the Standard Gauge railway carving Tsavo in two with very few points where
elephants can pass. Their ancestral migratory routes are being compromised and with this comes confusion, and very
often the elephants find themselves on the community side of the Park with no way of getting back.
The Aerial Unit has spent considerable time assisting the KWS ground teams in locating and pushing elephants out of
problem areas. Another reason for the conflict between elephants and humans is due to a lack of land use policy and
the fact that people are attempting to farm in locations close to park boundaries, which in the past were free of crops
and settlement. The elephants always roamed these parts but now with a burgeoning human population they
encounter fields of maize, schools and homesteads.
The Aerial Unit brings confidence and assurance to the communities that something is being done about it. From the
air it is possible to locate the groups of elephants quickly and direct ground teams to push the elephants out of conflict
zones all the while supporting the local people.

Crop raiding elephants being pushed out of community areas and back into the Park

The new standard gauge railway dissecting Tsavo

This month, as expected when it dries off in Tsavo, there has been an increase in reports of poacher movements and
sightings of camps and footprints. The Aerial Unit has been focusing on spot checking all the water points in the
northern area of Tsavo East. Only one new shooting blind was seen, indicating that the presence of the DSWT’s aircraft
and helicopter have resulted in a reduced poaching presence. Tsavo is however a big place and very often the poachers
move into a different location so the Unit continues with ongoing patrolling to help mitigate this.
When the dense jungle which is Tsavo in the wet season starts to thin out, with trees and vegetation losing their leaves,
sadly this often reveals elephant carcasses previously undiscovered. Three elephant carcasses were seen from the air
this month. One with the tusks still intact, which were recovered and handed in to the Kenya Wildlife Service; the
cause of death remains unknown but it is suspected to be poaching. One of the carcasses was a very young elephant;
the cause of death was also unclear, yet it was unlikely to be because of ivory poaching. The third carcass was hidden
in thick bush, clearly a poaching victim with its tusks hacked out by poachers.

Elephant carcass with tusks intact; a suspected victim of poaching

With the increased likelihood of poachers operating around the water points it was also expected that in February the
number of elephant treatments would rise. The first case was an old bull with a small wound on his back, which was
difficult to determine how serious it was. On darting the bull from the helicopter with the help of one of the Super
Cubs circling above, the big bull’s wound turned out to be non-life threatening and not the cause of an arrow or spear,
but possibly a fighting wound, so after treatment he was left to recover and rose easily and went on his way.
The second elephant treated using the helicopter for darting, was a bull which had already been treated three times
before for a very serious injury, which we believe was originally caused by a snare. This was his fourth treatment over
a period of time. His wound was definitely on the mend, and he continues to be monitored and is expected to make a
full recovery. The third elephant treated using the support of the aircraft, had an old arrow wound in its side. It was
treated successfully and his prognosis for a full recovery is excellent.

Elephant treated for a wound on the back

Third elephant treated for an arrow wound on his side

Again the helicopter and fixed wing aircrafts pushed elephants out of a community area and along the fence line
towards the Chyulu Hills National Park. The team from the air eventually got them around the end of the fence and
into the Park with help from the KWS on the ground and the DSWT’s Kenze anti-poaching team.
During daily patrols large herds of elephants were located, and a shooting blind was sighted from the air and reported
to the ground teams, who immediately moved in to check when it was last used, then later destroyed the blind.

During the month one baby elephant was rescued from a water point. The ground team called for the assistance of
the helicopter, keeping the worried herd of elephants at bay, whilst the team was able to rescue the calf and return it
successfully to its mother.
Now that conditions are drying it is expected that cattle and livestock will look to return to the Parka to graze, led
illegally through Park boundaries by local herdsmen looking for the best pasture. During February the Aerial Unit
assisted KWS in monitoring the influx of livestock in both Tsavo East and Tsavo West, whilst KWS rangers in Tsavo West
carried out an operation to clear the park of cattle in targeted areas and did so very effectively. The challenges of
cattle invading the parks is one of the greatest threats to the ecosystem. Apart from the grazing, destruction of habitat,
consumption of all the available water at waterholes that limits access for wildlife, the cattle and the accompanying
herders also provide cover for poachers.

Historically, following the rains elephants congregate in larger groups as the last green areas in the Parks diminish.
This has certainly been the case this month with sightings of herds of 350, 150 and 60 commonly sighted. The Aerial
Unit will be monitoring these large groups in the coming months along with the smaller herds to ensure they remain
safe.

